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Introduction

In order to experience urban sprawl, a person merely needs to drive throughout the Triangle region in central North Carolina. One town or city melds into the other, and it can be challenging to know which locality you are in at any given point. In the decade between the 2000 and 2010 censuses, the Triangle area added 400,000 new residents.\(^1\) While cities like Cary, Durham, and Raleigh experienced the most growth, it was the boom in the populations of the smaller towns that really showed the effects of the recent urban sprawl.\(^2\) Once-small towns have had their individual identities replaced by conglomerations of subdivisions, shopping centers, and chain restaurants.\(^3\) Though sprawl may be most visible in the Triangle region, it is affecting other areas in North Carolina as well. Counties surrounding Charlotte, including Cabarrus County, have been largely transformed from rural farmland to booming suburbs.\(^4\)

While population growth tends to mean economic growth as well, the effects of sprawl are not solely positive.\(^5\) In addition to land degradation, traffic congestion, and air and water pollution, many local municipalities are struggling to provide adequate
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facilities at rates that are necessitated by the growth.\textsuperscript{6} The increasing population requires more housing, water and sewage facilities, roads, police and fire protection. Additionally, local governments have been unable to accommodate the influx in number of children into existing school capacities.\textsuperscript{7} In reaction to the rapid growth and the pressure to provide adequate facilities in response, Cabarrus County in North Carolina began enacting Adequate Public Facilities Ordinances (APFOs), and essentially, impact fees on subdivision developers who sought to develop in certain counties.\textsuperscript{8}

This paper provides an introduction to the general nature of APFOs and impact fees. Next, it will examine why the North Carolina Supreme Court denied local governments in North Carolina the power to use APFOs as a growth management strategy and revenue generator in\textit{ Lanvale Properties v. Cabarrus County}.\textsuperscript{9} Finally, this paper presents some options for county governments to raise funds for school construction in the aftermath of the\textit{ Lanvale} decision.

I. APFOs and Impact Fees

APFOs and impact fees were crucial concepts in\textit{ Lanvale}.\textsuperscript{10} While they may appear to be used interchangeably when examining ways in which local governments financially and environmentally support development, they are distinct mechanisms that serve different purposes (even though one may encompass the other in practice).\textsuperscript{11}

An APFO is an ordinance that conditions the approval of a proposed new
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development on the capacity of the government to provide adequate services for the
development.12 If a county decides there is insufficient infrastructure capacity to satisfy
the needs of the new development, it will postpone approval of the development until
sufficient capacity does exist.13 An impact fee is a charge placed on a developer in order
to finance the cost of new or improved infrastructure that will be required to support the
new development.14 For example, as will be evident when examining Lanvale, an impact
fee may be placed on developers to finance construction of new public schools that would
be necessary due to the increase in number of students in the school district
accompanying the new residential development.15 Essentially, an APFO works to control
the timing of development, while an impact fee seeks to fund the additional facilities
required for the development.16 Together, they operate to ensure that adequate public
facilities exist, or at least the funding to provide adequate public facilities exists, before
the development goes forward.17 In certain cases, as in Lanvale, an APFO may stipulate
an impact fee as one of the criterion that may be satisfied to grant approval of
development plans.18

II. Lanvale Properties v. County of Cabarrus

In August 2012, the North Carolina Supreme Court ended the debate about
whether or not local county governments possess the authority to enact APFOs as a
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means of managing growth in their counties. In ✽ Lanvale Properties v. Cabarrus County ✽, the court held that Cabarrus County did not have statutory authority to enact an APFO on residential land developers in order to fund the construction of public schools.

The factual circumstances surrounding ✽ Lanvale ✽ arose when Lanvale Properties planned to construct a residential development in the city of Locust. The Cabarrus County Board of Commissioners (Board) informed Lanvale Properties that the conditions set out in the APFO would have to be met in order to gain approval. In April 2008, Lanvale Properties filed a declaratory judgment suit against the County challenging the APFO’s validity on various statutory and constitutional grounds. The trial court ruled that the County did not have the authority to enact the APFO; the Court of Appeals upheld the ruling.

Cabarrus County enacted its first APFO in 1998, the current version of which was passed in 2007 as a part of the County’s zoning ordinance. In the nine years spanning 1998 to 2007, the County adopted several versions of the APFO that increased the amount of the fee that developers had to pay, citing N.C. law to justify enforcement of the APFO.
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In its most recent form, the Cabarrus County APFO linked a subdivision development’s approval with the available capacity of the County’s school system.\textsuperscript{29} If enough capacity to sustain the development existed, the Board would approve the subdivision without any stipulations or impact fees imparted on the developer.\textsuperscript{30} However, if the Board determined that the school system did not have sufficient capacity to handle the influx of students, it would deny the application or impart an APFO on the developer.\textsuperscript{31} The APFO contained the following conditions:

1. Deferring approval for five years or until sufficient student capacity becomes available;
2. Phasing construction of the development in increments that coincide with available capacity;
3. Reducing density or intensity of the development;
4. Entering into a consent agreement involving a monetary contribution, donation of land, or construction of a school; or
5. ‘any other reasonable condition to ensure that all [public schools] will be adequate and available.’\textsuperscript{32}

Condition four describes what the County referred to as a voluntary mitigation payment.\textsuperscript{33} However, the court rejected this characterization, and likened the payment instead to a mandatory school impact fee that it had struck down in previous cases.\textsuperscript{34} The fees paid by the developers to satisfy condition four were used to fund construction of public schools in the area that would be impacted by population growth as a result of the development.\textsuperscript{35} Since 2008, Cabarrus County imposed an $8,617.00 fee on each
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family unit that was constructed.\textsuperscript{36} This amount increased the APFO fee for a single-family home by more than 1,600 percent between 2003 and 2008.\textsuperscript{37}

Prior to \textit{Lanvale}, several North Carolina courts had ruled that county governments did not have the authority to enforce APFOs or impact fees.\textsuperscript{38} In each of these cases, the courts ruled that the counties had misinterpreted the statutes under which they were enforcing impact fees because the counties were assuming more authority than the General Assembly actually delegated.\textsuperscript{39} In order to use an APFO, a county must apply to the General Assembly for special permission.\textsuperscript{40}

While the General Assembly has granted North Carolina counties the power to enact zoning ordinances,\textsuperscript{41} the \textit{Lanvale} court ruled that the APFOs did not fall within that zoning authority due to functional differences between zoning ordinances and APFOs.\textsuperscript{42} The purpose of zoning is to regulate the use of land within a given area by categorizing which type of land uses may be permitted in each area.\textsuperscript{43} In contrast, Cabarrus County’s APFO did not organize land for specific uses at all; rather, it functioned as a mechanism to generate revenue for the County that had nothing to do with defining land use categories.\textsuperscript{44} While the APFO was comprised of other conditions aside from the impact fee, the court ruled that the impact fee condition of the APFO was much like the impact
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fee that the Court of Appeals had struck down previously in *Durham Land Owners Ass’n v. County of Durham*.  

Ultimately, the *Lanvale* court ruled that local governments do not possess the authority to impart APFOs on developers. This decision was based on “substantial differences between the APFO’s initial version and its current iteration, the General Assembly’s reluctance to authorize the imposition of school impact fees, and the Court of Appeals’ decision in *Durham Land Owners*.”  

The Court noted that the General Assembly is best positioned to address issues of population growth and its impact on public education. However, it also acknowledged that the General Assembly has not provided an answer to this issue, so it is unclear how the counties will be able to fund new infrastructure without the APFOs.

III. Next Steps for Local Governments

In *Lanvale*, the court presented county governments with three options to generate revenue for funding public education: (1) property taxes; (2) special assessments against property; and (3) local government sales and use taxes. However, for political and policy reasons, counties prefer methods where they do not have to dramatically raise taxes or cut spending. In addition, conflicting theories exist as to who should bear the burden of new development—only those who benefit from it directly or the entire community that may experience auxiliary benefits (through new restaurants, shopping...
centers, etc.). Therefore, if a county is going to generate revenue without APFOs and impact fees and without raising taxes, it will have to search for more creative solutions for funding the construction of public schools in high-growth areas.

Perhaps one option for counties struggling to finance the extra facilities required due to high growth is to enact a balanced growth policy that would encourage commercial development proportional to and coinciding with residential development. When business development occurs in an area, it often spurs additional development; this compounding effect provides jobs and economic and tax benefits for the community as a whole, and a greater tax base for funding infrastructure projects.

North Carolina counties could also look to other states that have experienced similar issues for guidance. For example, the Maryland General Assembly established a task force for studying public school facilities. The task force summarized and identified the positive and negative consequences of dozens of financing methods for public school construction. However, Maryland may have an easier time generating revenue for school construction than North Carolina. Maryland has the fourth highest impact fee usage in the country (behind Florida, California, and Washington) even though its legislature requires special individualized approval for the fees. In contrast,
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North Carolina’s General Assembly has only given two counties special approval to use impact fees.\(^{58}\)

Virginia has created a system similar to impact fees called cash proffers in which developers voluntarily offer capital improvements, land donations, or cash payments as a part of their rezoning application.\(^{59}\) The developer’s application will either be approved or denied depending, partly, on how well the cash proffer mitigates the development’s impacts.\(^{60}\) However, it is unclear how North Carolina’s General Assembly would treat such a system. As *Lanvale* demonstrated, when Cabarrus County in North Carolina attempted to implement a voluntary fee, it ended up not being very voluntary in practice.\(^{61}\) Also, Virginia counties were granted statutory authority to use the system,\(^{62}\) and it is likely that the General Assembly would need to grant such authority in North Carolina.\(^{63}\)

Without increasing taxes to generate additional revenue or guidance from the General Assembly, the options for local governments seem minimal, if existent at all. If the counties find that they are unable to generate the revenue needed to construct adequate facilities for the growing population, they could ultimately decide that it is necessary to limit the growth by enacting growth management strategies (such as setting growth boundaries or amending zoning ordinances to limit residential development).\(^{64}\)
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IV. Conclusion

Prior to Lanvale, North Carolina counties had been imparting APFOs and impact fees on developers for about a decade. Without this authority, it is unclear as to how the counties will raise the additional funding needed to construct new public schools to accommodate population growth. As the Lanvale court suggested, if the problem becomes critical enough, the General Assembly could decide to address the issue of population growth’s impact on public education and offer a solution to the counties. If the issue reaches a crisis point where the General Assembly does in fact intervene, it is likely that the topic of impact fees will resurface.

Of the twenty-eight states that have legislation allowing impact fees (for uses additional to water and sewage facilities), only twelve allow impact fees for school construction. If the General Assembly were to look at other states as examples, it would find that the majority of states with impact fees require the fee to be based on a capital improvement plan or a growth projection plan. Such plans require local governments to plan for a fee schedule based on projected growth and set certain specifications for the calculation of the impact fees. A mandated plan would seem to minimize the concern expressed in Lanvale about a county government’s power to arbitrarily increase the fees whenever it deemed necessary.

Whether the issue of impact fees is permanently quashed or not, the issues surrounding local governments interpreting their authority under the General Assembly’s enabling statutes will continue to arise as population growth continues in North Carolina.
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*Lanvale* only told the counties they had been exercising too much authority; it did not tell them how much authority they had when considering school capacities in zoning decisions. 72 Without further direction, counties will have to decide how, if at all, they can factor these capacity issues into their current zoning ordinances. 73 Perhaps the overarching legal matter embodied in the case is how the power of local governments functions separately, as well as a part of, the state as a whole. 74
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